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HTC Evo 3DManufacturerHTC CorporationSeriesHTC EvoCompatible networksSprint, Virgin Mobile USAAvailability alueittain 24.7.2011 (Yhdysvallat) PredecessorHTC Evo 4GSuccessorHTC Evo 4G LTERelatedHTC Evo Shift 4GHTC Evo Design 4GTypeSmartphoneForm factorSlateDimensions127 mm (5.0 in) H66 mm (2.6 in) W12 mm (0.47 in) DMass170 g (6.0 oz)Operating
systemOfficial: Android 2.3.4 Gingerbread with HTC Sense 3.0Current: Android 4.0.3 Ice Cream Sandwich with HTC Sense 3.6Unofficial: Android 4.1.2 Jelly Bean via CyanogenMod 10CPUDual-Core, 1.2 GHz Qualcomm MSM8660 (Snapdragon)GPUQualcomm Adreno 220Memory1 GB RAMStorage4 GB eMMCRemovable storage8 GB microSDHC (32 GB max)Battery1730 mAh
Lithium-ion batteryData inputsMulti-touch touchscreen display3-axis accelerometer 3-axis gyroscope Digital compassProximity sensorAmbient light sensorDisplay960×540 px, 4.3 in (10.9 cm) at 256 ppi qHD capacitive Super-LCD (0.49 megapixels) Autostereoscopic 3D-capableRear cameraBackside Illumination Dual 5-megapixel autofocus with dual LED flash , rear-facingFront
camera1.3-megapixel, front-facingConnectivityTri-band CDMA/EVDO Rev. A (800/800ESMR[1]/1900 MHz)2.5 to 2.7 GHz WiMAX 802.16e[2]Wi-Fi (802.11b/g/n)[3]Bluetooth v3.0 + HS Micro USBHDMI (via MHL)OtherWi-Fi Hotspot, FM Radio, GPS navigationHearing aid compatibilityM4/T3[4] HTC Evo 3D is a 3D-compatible Android smartphone developed by HTC and released
exclusively in the U.S. via Sprint and re-released by Virgin Mobile as a prepaid smartphone in May 2012 under the name HTC Evo V 4G. A variation of Sprint's flagship HTC Evo 4G, the device stands out from its 5 MP rear camera pair, which allows you to take photos or videos with stereographic 3D that can be viewed on its autostereoscopic display without 3D glasses. Several
GSM variants are also available in Canada, Europe and Asia. History Sprint unveiled the HTC EVO 3D during its CTIA in Orlando, Florida, in March 2011. In June 2011, Sprint officially announced that the HTC Evo 3D would be available on June 24, 2011. On May 31, 2012, shortly after the release of its successor, the HTC Evo 4G LTE, Sprint's prepaid service Virgin Mobile
relaunched the Evo 3D as the Evo V 4G as its first phone to use Sprint's WiMAX network. The Evo V 4G is identical to evon 3D, except that it comes with Android 4.0.3 and sense 3.6 instead of Sense 3.0 and Android 2.3. The new software was also introduced to Evo 3D in Sprint as an upgrade. [6] Features Processor Evo 3D uses a Snapdragon S3 chipset with a dual-core 1.2GHz
processor display The Evo 3D uses a 960×540 pixel 4.3-inch display, coated with Gorilla Glass and capable of autostereoscopy to view 3D content without special glasses. Cameras Evo 3D uses two rear-facing 5-megapixel cameras capable of capturing videos 3D is what 1080p during recording standard 2D. It can also take photos with stereographic 3D 5 MPx2 resolution. It has
one 1.3-megapixel front-view camera. The software Evo 3D came with Android 2.3 and the HTC Sense 3.0 interface. The update was released to update your phone to Android 4.0.3 on Sense 3.6; this update is preinstalled with Evo V 4G. Storage Evo 3D includes 4 GB of internal storage and a preinstalled 8 GB microSDHC card. Its microSD card slot supports cards up to 32 GB.
Unofficially, Evo 3D also supports 64GB microSDXC cards as long as they are reshaped as a FAT32 file system format. See also Android version history List of Android devices List of 3D compatible mobile phones References ^ Zeman, Eric. HTC Evo 3D approved with 800MHz ESMR support. Phonescoop.com. Archived from the original on September 7, 2012. Retrieved 4 June
2011. ^ HTC Mobile Phones - Evo Sprint - Overview. Htc.com. Retrieved 2010-06-24. ^ HTC Evo 4G upgrade back with improved Wi-Fi. www.phonescoop.com. Archived from original 2012-09-10. Retrieved 2010-07-04. ^ Sprint Relay Store. Retrieved 2011-12-15. ^ Savov, Vlad. The HTC Evo 3D will launch on June 24. Blog post Referenced 7.6.2011. ^ HTC EVO V 4G (Virgin
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140 141 142 143 14 4 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 171 172 173 174 175 176 177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 187 188 Info Photos News Forum 100+ Reviews 42 This update to EVO 4G adds a 3D display and camera, including video , as well as a faster third-generation two-core
Snapdragon processor. Other features include WiMAX 4G data, Android 2.3, HTC's Sense interface, huge, high-resolution screen and HD video output for TV. Other features include WiFi, a memory card slot, and a 3.5mm audio jack. Offers: Compare side by side vs... Display 4.3 diagonally, 16:9qHD 540 x 960 pixels256 ppi approx. Type: LCD (TFT/TFD) Battery 1730 mAh
LiIonRemovableTalk: 6 hours max. Standby: Up to 300 hours Processor 1.2 GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon S3 MSM8660 two-core Storage 4 GB internal storageExpandable via memory card8 GB card included Camera 5+ megapixel 3D, LED flashes including cropping and rotatingVideo: 720p HD 720p for both 2D and 3D front camera for 1.3 megapixel Qik video chat Weight 6 oz
170 g Dimensions 4.96 x 2.56 x 0.47 126 x 65 x 11.9 mm Operating system / Format Android version 2.3 or 2.3 or 4.0 Modes WiMAX 41 CDMA 800 / 850 / 1900 WiMAX 4G Band 41 / 2500 MHz CDMA 2G / 3G Band The 27 /BC10/800 MHz band 5/BC0/850 MHz band 2/BC1/1900 MHz WiMAX AD phone data continues below... Ungroup Features Show all features Barometer only -
Fingerprint reader - Flashlight - Durable - VR-ready - Water resistant - Accessibility hearing aid compatible - Multiple languages supported: English, Spanish TTY / TDD (digital) Yes alerts Additional display - Ringtone profiles - Connections Bluetooth supported profiles: HSP 1.2, HFP 1.6, OPP, FTP, PBA, A2DP 1.2, AVRC, HID, PAN, MAP version 3.0 Infrared (IR) - MirrorLink - NFC
- USB connector: Micro-USB UWB - Wi-Fi versions: 802.11 b.g.n Customization Convertable frame plates - Data &amp; Network Dual-SIM - Input keys lock on, volume, camera on side pen - Text Keyboard, hardware - Touch screen Typeless: Capacitive Memory Memory Card Card Type: microSD 8GB Card Included / 32GB Supported Music FM Radio Yes HeadPhone Jack
(3.5mm) Yes Stereo Speakers - Photo &amp; Video DLNA Yes Miracast - TV Output HDMI Power Fast Charging - Wireless Charging - Voice Call Screening - HD Audio - Push-To-Talk - Speaker Phone Yes Add Hands-On :HTC EVO 3D , Samsung Nexus S 4GReview: HTC EVO 3D FCC ID NM8PG86100 » approved Jun 2, 2011 Page 2 News Phones Forum Google created
Android is a smartphone operating system and platform that is open and open to any manufacturer smartphone manufacturer. Manufacturer. Android phones use a version that is mostly provided by Google and requires Google services. Android phones can use Android apps available from the Google Play Store or optionally from other sources. By: Google Qualcomm and Google
have worked together to improve and expand Project Treble, Google's initiative to make it easier for phone manufacturers to offer operating system updates (large and small) faster, more frequently, and longer after the phone starts. Providing an operating system update for phones requires work from both the phone manufacturer and the manufacturer of the phone chips kit.
Qualcomm is now committed to doing this work on all of its Snapdragon chipsets for four years after launch, starting with the new Snapdragon 888. This will make it easier for phone manufacturers using these chipsets to offer operating system updates to consumers, hopefully leading to more – and the most up-to-date – operating system updates for Snapdragon-based phones,
including major new android versions and security updates. The new commitment is made possible by changes to project treble's structure, which significantly reduce the work needed to support operating system updates on old and new devices and in different circuits. Google has launched Look To Speak, a new, free accessibility app for people with speech and motor disability,
especially those who aren't verbal and need help communicating. This Android app allows people to use their eyes to select pre-written phrases on their phone to speak out. Users can customize available phrases and fine-tune eye-gaze sensitivity. All data is private, never leaves the phone. Google has introduced a new feature from Google Photos that makes important old photos
stored on the service available as a live wallpaper on many Android phones. With the new Memories Live Wallpaper turned on, your phone's wallpaper automatically changes to show a rotating selection of old photos curated by Google's AI. The feature is available on Android phones with Google's Live Wallpaper feature and Google Photos 5.22 or later. Today, Qualcomm fully
unveiled the Snapdragon 888 chip and provided details of its features and performance. As the company's new high-end phone chip, the 888 is expected to power many flagship Android phones in 2021, just as its predecessor 865 received most of the Android flagship in 2020. Although the 865 was a two-circuit solution (processor + modem), the 888 is fully integrated into one chip.
It uses the latest 5nm manufacturing process to improve efficiency. It's. a chip that supports 5G CA (operator aggregation) in TDD and FDD, sub-6 and mmWave, allowing for faster 5G in multiple scenarios, including US networks. The eight-core processor offers a 25% performance booster compared to last year's 865. The GPU is 35% faster and 20% more efficient. Overall, AI tins
are 43% faster, and capacity, 3x performance per watt and 26 TOPS (trillion operations per second). Isp (camera processor) is 35% faster. New features of the 888 include: a new second-generation detection center with 5x more AI performance, and TensorFlow Micro, which enables more low-power, always-on features like earthquake and car accident detection. Sensing Hub can
also take advantage of communication streams (such as GPS, 5G, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth) for the first time, allowing for more different always-on-smart features. Support for capturing 10-bit color images, saved in HEIF format. The triple Spectra-Isp can handle three active cameras and simultaneously record three 4K HDR videos or three 28-megapixel still images with zero latency. A
CAI-compliant camera system that allows encryption-sealed photos to be captured, which can then be securely verifyed to verify their source and not modified. Support for new tiered HDR camera sensors that provide com counted HDR with low phantomization by taking several lights of different durations almost simultaneously. The 888 triple Isp can then link these exposures
immediately. This allows for video coma calculated HDR. Variable Speed Shading (VRS), which can provide up to a 30% increase in game performance. Game Quick Touch, 10-20% faster touch response time. Type-1 Hypervisor, which can run multiple OS-distinct OS at the hardware level and allow the user to switch between them immediately. It can also be used for each
security-sensitive application of a special, isolated operating system. Phones based on Snapdragon 888 will start delivering in early 2021. At Qualcomm's Snapdragon Tech Summit, the company unveiled its next high-end Snapdragon chip, snapdragon 888. While Qualcomm will record many details for tomorrow's keynote speech, it revealed a few of the chip's top features. With its
X60 modem, it supports 5G carrier aggregation (CA), which can offer up to double the sub-6GHz 5G data transfer frequency compared to chips without 5G CA. 888 is the first chipset to support 5G CA for TDD and FDD drives, as well as sub-6 and mmWave bands. The updated Spectra interface can capture approximately 120 frames per second at a resolution of 12 megapixels (a
total speed of 2.7 gigapixels per second). The new 6th. the generation AI engine can handle 26 tera operations per second (TOPS), (compared to 15 TOPS in last year's Snapdragon 865). Artificial intelligence is also part of the new second-generation Sensing Hub, which includes lower power for the processing of always-on AI into intuitive, intelligent Finally, Qualcomm promises
the company's most significant update on game performance. Today, Google launched a major overhaul of its Google Pay app with a new user interface and several notable new features. Instead of a stack of cards and a list of payment transactions the user interface centers around the people and businesses with whom you exchange money, and the conversation-style interface
for each person, group, and business. Group threads include a simple split bill tool. The new built-in tools make it easier to order food from more than 100,000 restaurants, buy gas from more than 30,000 gas stations and pay for parking in more than 400 cities. Participating retailers can also offer cash-back rewards and discounts that appear automatically in the app. Use the new
Insights tab to explore your finances and spending in a variety of ways, including with a new search feature. In addition to Google Pay transactions, it can search for all your bank accounts and credit cards, as well as receipts from both Gmail and your photos. For example, you can search for food last month, and it shows all relevant events as well as the total dollar. The new Google
Pay app is now available for both Android and iOS. Finally, Google also announced Plex, the new mobile first bank account. Plex includes checking and savings accounts with no monthly fees, overdraft fees or minimum balance requirements. You can choose which FDIC-backed financial institution supports your account, but Google offers a Plex interface in the Google Pay app. It
includes tools to help you set savings goals. 11 banks and credit unions have committed to participate in Plexs, and the waiting list is now available for Plex accounts backed up by Citi and Stanford Federal Credit Union. Plex is very similar to SoFi's Samsung Money launched in July. Google Photos will no longer offer unlimited free backup of new High Quality content from non-Pixel
phones as of June 1, 2021. Since launch, Google Photos – available for both iOS and Android – has been unique in providing this free lifetime service. Google definition High quality means compressed copies of photos up to 16 megapixels and videos up to 1080p resolution. High-quality content uploaded to the service before the deadline is stored and stored in the cloud for free, for
life, without including storage restrictions. But as of June 2021, all new High Quality Content will be treated in the same way as original quality content, given the 15GB total storage available on every free Google account shared among all Google services. Users can buy more storage with a Google One subscription. The cheapest plan offers 100 GB for $2/month. All existing
Google Pixel phones are exempt from this change and continue to enjoy free, unlimited high-quality media storage. According to Google, the average user still saving about three years of photos with a free account, but the company also launched a simple tool that offers a personal review. Google is also changing its storage policy for all services. Google can delete content
account/service if the user is inactive or exceeds the storage limit for two years. The company also says it will notify you several times before we try to remove content so that you have ample opportunity to take action. Users can easily manage storage space and delete old files to get space using Google One. Google has added a VPN feature to its Google One service at 2 TB and
above, starting at $10 a month or $100 a year. The feature will be introduced in the coming weeks for Android, and will come to other platforms, including iOS in the coming months. Like any VPN, it provides additional security when using public Wi-Fi access points or any untrusted Internet connection. LG today unveiled the K92 5G, its access to a growing wave of phones designed
to bring 5G to lower price points. AT&amp;T, Cricket and US Cellular will go on sale with the K92 5G starting at just $359, breaking the $399 limit for the first time. The K92 5G is the second phone to be unveiled in the U.S., which uses the Qualcomm Snapdragon 690 chipset after the OnePlus Nord N10 5G earlier this week. The 690 is specially designed to enable cheaper 5G
phones. Nokia, Motorola and TCL have also announced that they will use 690 on future phones. 690 only supports sub-6 GHz 5G, not mmWave. The LG K92 5G has a large 6.7-inch full HD display, a 4,000mAh battery, a quick charger with 4.6GB of RAM, 128GB of storage, and a memory card slot. Its square rear cameras include a 64-megapixel (f/1.78) main camera, a 5-
megapixel wide camera, a 2-megapixel macro camera, and a depth camera. The 16-megapixel front camera sits on a large centered hole shot. It also has a side-mounted fingerprint scanner, NFC and stereo speakers. It delivers with Android 10. It will be available from US airlines soon. Google has added a useful new feature to Android for anyone with hearing loss or simply
headphones. Voice notifications provide push notifications of critical sounds around you, such as baby sounds, water running, smoke and smoke alarms, device beeps, dog barking and door knocking. There is also a timeline that shows previously observed noise events. The feature uses offline AI. Many Android phones already have this feature, but it can also be added by
downloading both Live Transcribe and Audio notifications from the Google Play app store. Google today released a third-party app integration for the Google Assistant. This allows Android users to perform certain actions in their favorite apps with one Hey Google... Command. For example, you can now say Hello Google... new TikTok video, send money with Venmo, order Dunkin,
book Tweet, my friends' birthdays on Facebook or look for cosy blankets on Etsy. Users can further customize the feature by adding their own shortcuts, such as Hey Google, lace as a shortcut to Hey Google, Google, My shoes with Nike Adapt. Users can explore and customize the new Shortcuts features by saying Hey Google, show me my shortcuts. The feature is now available
on all Assistant-compatible Android phones. New York State has launched COVID Alert NY, its official app that enables the COVID-19 Exposure Notification system developed by Apple and Google. New York is the largest U.S. state to date to launch an app using the system, joining 10 other states that have already launched similar applications: Alabama, Arizona, Delaware,
Nevada, New Jersey, North Carolina, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Virginia and Wyoming. The New York app supports a national key server that allows exposure notifications to work across state lines, including New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware. Exposure Notifications is an opt-in system that uses Bluetooth to track which phones come close to which other phones, how
tightly and for how long. When someone reports that they have tested positive for COVID-19, the service can alert other people who may have come into contact with that person so that they can also be tested. The service does not track users' locations and protects privacy by using randomly generated, frequently modified passcodes that keep everyone anonymous. The more
people participate, the more efficient the system will be. The New York app is now available for Android and iOS. Several other states are working with similar applications that they plan to launch soon, including California, Colorado, Maryland, Oregon, Washington and Washington, DC. The New York app was developed by NearForm, which also developed exposure notification
apps for New Jersey, Scotland and Ireland. Amazon today announced Luna, the company's entry into the new cloud-based gaming industry. The service is available on a variety of platforms, including iOS and Android. Starting today, players can sign up to request an invitation for an early access period starting next month. It costs $6 a month for early access. No final release date
and pricing were announced. The iOS version is available from the beginning and acts as an online app, dodging app store policies that have launched Google Stadia and Microsoft xCloud on iOS. The Android version will be available in a few weeks. While players can use their own Bluetooth game controllers, Luna works best with the official Luna controller, which works for $50.
Like Google's Stadia controller, it connects directly to the cloud via Wi-Fi, providing a lower latency. The Luna controller has a built-in Alexa that can launch games with audio, for example. Luna Twitch integration and makes it easy to pause the game and pick up where you left off on another device. Luna offers a variety of channels from games that users can subscribe to
separately. Luna+ is a channel included in the basic plan and at some point contains approximately 50 titles of titles Early Access time period, and more will be added over time. The original slate includes Resident Evil 7, Control, Tacoma, Rez Infinite, Metro Exodus, The Sexy Brutale, Overcooked! Two and more. Ubisoft also offers Luna its own channel, which also has about 50
titles. Verizon today launched TCL Signa, the first TCL-branded phone launched by one of the three major U.S. carriers. Previously, most TCL phones offered in the United States carried the company's Alcatel brand. While Signa is an $80 entry-level phone for Verizon prepaid customers, it is a major step in TCL's efforts to expand the TCL brand in the U.S. mobile market. Verizon
lists the phone on its website as Alcatel TCL SIGNA, but the phone itself has only the TCL and Verizon logos. Signa has a 5.5-inch HD display, Qualcomm Snapdragon 429 processor, 2GB of RAM, 16GB of storage, a 3,000mAh battery, an 8-megapixel main camera, USB-C, Android 10, a separate Google Assistant button, a memory card slot, and a headphone jack. It's now
available for $80. Nokia unveiled two new entry-level Android phones this week and started taking pre-orders for its first 5G phone. Nokia 2.4: This $139 phone has a huge 4,500mAh battery that provides a two-day battery life. It also sports a large 6.5-inch screen with HD resolution and nifty design, rear with fingerprint reader, 13 megapixel camera, depth camera, new Portrait Editor
tool, NFC, MediaTek Helio P22 processor, 2 or 3GB RAM, 32GB or 64GB storage, headphone jack and a separate Google Assistant button. In the US, it is available open from Amazon initially and later from Best Buy. It is available for pre-order now, delivery 11.10. Nokia 3.4: This $179 phone has a 6.4-inch HD display with a hole hole, a Qualcomm Snapdragon 460 processor, 3GB
of RAM, 64GB of storage, a 4,000mAh battery, USB-C, fast charging, metal frame, fingerprint reader, memory card slot, headphone jack and separate Google Assistant button. It will be available in the United States later this year. Nokia 8.3 5G: The first 5G phone announced in March is now pre-ordered on Amazon for $699 unlocked, shipping on October 26. Like 2.4, it will be for
Best Buy in the coming weeks. Adobe has released a new version of its free Acrobat Reader app for iOS and Android, which can intelligently format the contents of PDF files to make it easier to read on a mobile phone. The new feature, called Liquid Mode, uses Sense, Adobe's AI engine. It converts all content to the type of screen width of your phone, so you don't have to zoom in
or scroll sideways. All text is automatically made sufficiently large to read easily, and will also be searchable. The tool also automatically detects titles and sections and automatically creates a table of contents menu to browse longer documents. Controls also allow the user to adjust the font size and line spacing. Add Add Coolpad Legacy Brisa, a new Android phone for $100, was
launched in the week. It replaces the original Coolpad Legacy, released in the middle of last year. It has similar design and features, but improvements include a Snapdragon 665 processor, a 16-megapixel selfie camera and a slightly larger screen 6.53 inches thanks to a more modern design. Like the original Legacy, it sports full-HD screen resolution, a large 4,000mAh battery,
3GB of RAM, 32GB of storage, a memory card slot, a 16-megapixel main camera, a rear fingerprint reader and a USB-C. Verizon, AT&amp;T and T-Mobile have officially launched ZenKey, a new way to quickly sign in to apps that take advantage of authentication, which happens automatically whenever your phone connects to a cellular network. Apps need to be updated to support
ZenKey, and developers have the option to enable ZenKey as the primary sign-in or second ID in the form of two-factor logins, replacing PIN codes that sent my text messages, for example. Customers also need to download the ZenKey app (available for both iOS and Android) to start using ZenKey. Currently, only a handful of apps support ZenKey login (mostly carriers' own
apps), but carriers hope that more apps will increase support. Google has unveiled android 11 version of Android Go, a special Android version tailored to the most affordable devices with limited memory data. Although previous versions of Android Go were aimed at phones with only 1GB of RAM, Android 11 (Go version) is also available for phones with up to 2GB of RAM. This
change fits features like fingerprint readers and dual cameras, which are increasingly common on entry-level phones and require extra RAM. In version 11, apps now launch 20% faster. Google also continues to run the RAM and storage required by the operating system itself, providing 270 MB more RAM for apps and 900 MB more free storage. The new operating system includes
many key features of standard Android 11 features, such as new privacy controls and a special notification area for conversations. Android 11 (Go version) will be available from next month. Motorola today unveiled the 2020 edition of its razr-folding phone, which features updated specifications across the board and a finely tuned design. The overall design is very similar to the
original of 2019, including the same flexible interior display and folding mechanism. The hinge is fine-tuned with slightly closed gears and is classified at 200,000 squeals. The design is more stylish thanks to the 3D curved Gorilla Glass 5 front, and the jaw thinned by moving Behind. The frame is now made of 7000 series aluminium instead of stainless steel. Spec bumps include 5G,
larger battery (2,800mAh), much better cameras (48 megapixel head with laser auto focus and OIS + 20 megapixel selfie), Qualcomm Snapdragon 765G processor, 8GB RAM and 256GB The new razr has the same 2.7-inch high resolution touchscreen outside that can run scaled versions of certain Android apps. The outer interface includes a new navigation bar at the bottom and
a customizable app menu. The redesigned camera app includes a customizable space carousel. 5G support includes bands 2, 5, 25, 41, 66, 71 and 78. The new Motorola razria is offered by both AT&amp;T and T-Mobile, a change from last year's model that was exclusive to Verizon. It is also available unlocked for $1,400 motorola.com, Best Buy, B&amp;H Photo and Amazon. It is
available in blush gold, polished graphite and liquid mercury (pictured). Motorola only mentions this autumn as the launch time. CAT today launched the S42, its latest mid-range rugged phone, for sale unlocked in the US. Like most CAT phones, it is durable and waterproof (IP68), but also fully washed with soap and water. Classified as six feet tall drops for steel, it also fills the U.S.
military spectrum of thermal shock, vibration, humidity and salt mist. It has a large 4200 mAh battery and NFC. Its 5.5-inch HD display is protected by Gorilla Glass 5 and works with both gloves and pretty fingers. Other information includes MediaTek Helio A20 chip, 3GB RAM, 32GB storage, memory card slot, LTE Cat. 6, two-lane Wi-Fi and VoLTE. It will be delivered with Android
10, as well as a commitment to android 11 update. It also has a programmable side button, headphone jack and micro USB connector. It has good support for AT&amp;T's 4G network, including band 14, and good support for T-Mobile's 4G network, including bands 25, 26, 41, 66 and 71. It is now available for $329, catphones.com and several online stores. Google is launching
Android 11 today after the beta period ends. The new operating system will start deploying today on select Pixel and OnePlus phones, with more partners launching and updating devices in the coming months. The main features of Android 11 are: a new treatment for notifications related to messaging app chat, including a separate area in the shadow of Notifications, and Bubbles,



which allows you to briefly view the chat thread as a pop-up without leaving the app you're in. Privacy enhancements, such as the ability to grant apps one-time access rights to sensitive licenses, automatic restoration of licenses for applications that have not been used for a long time, and additional steps needed to enable access to the background location. Google will also start
demanding explicit permission from developers from Google before their app is allowed to request background access to the location. The redesigned display, when the lock button is pressed, allows quick access to the smart home's device controls. Support including digital driving licences. Wireless Android Car support on all phones. New media controls that make it easier to
change the output device. New screenshot tools, screenshot tools, built-in screen recording on all phones. On Pixel phones, Android 11 brings a new feature when you take a screenshot that allows you to easily copy an image or text to the clip table. On phones linked to the company's network, personal/work profile features are several improvements. New Personal/Work tabs have
been added to several places, including the Share pop-up window. The new API available to apps allows certain applications to present both work and personal data together while protecting both company data and employee privacy. Google Calendar supports this feature, and third-party apps can also support it. New APIs to help apps better support new display technologies,
such as waterfall screens that wrap around the page, and changing refresh rate. Moreover, on Google Pixel phones, Android 11 brings a new feature called Live View and location sharing. When someone sends you their location, the feature uses AR to show you exactly where that person is in the real world, how far away they are, and can guide you to them, even in parks or
wilderness. Google has enabled its own Phone app for even more Android devices starting this week. Google's Phone app offers Google's unique Verified Calls feature, which displays the caller's name, logo, call reason, and confirmation symbol, indicating that Google has authenticated the company for incoming calls from participating companies. The Google Phone app comes
pre-installed on the Pixel and selects other Android phones, but many manufacturers pre-download their own Phone app to their phones. Google's app has not previously been made available to most such phones. Cricket today launched Alcatel Apprine, a new Android 10 Go Edition phone that sells for just $70. Android Go Edition is optimized for inexpensive phones with limited
memory, such as Apprise with 2GB RAM and 16GB of storage. Apprise has a memory card slot, a 5.5-inch SD display, a 3,000 mAh battery, a MediaTek MT6739 processor, and 5-megapixel cameras on the front and back. It also has its own Google Assistant button. Google and Apple are upgrading their COVID-19 Exposure Notification system to support U.S. states that have not
yet developed their own Exposure Notification app. Although the first release of exposure notifications required countries or states to publish their own system support application, the new Exposure Notifications Express removes this requirement. States still have to choose a system, but when they do, most iOS and Android phones in this mode get a push notification calling them
System. On iOS, selecting in activates the new Exposure Notifications Express feature built into the newly released iOS 13.7. Android users are asked to download the app from Google to enable the feature. As with all versions of exposure notifications, data protection protected because personal data and location data are not collected or sent to states. Instead, randomly
generated ID numbers are exchanged with nearby phones via short-range Bluetooth to track which phones are close to which other phones and for how long. When someone signed up for the system themselves to report that they have tested positive for COVID-19, others who have signed up for the system who have been close to that person will be notified so that they can apply
for testing. Maryland, Nevada, Virginia and Washington, D.C. have already announced their participation, while six states have already released their own apps to introduce exposure notices. T-Mobile today unveiled three new models in its self-branded REVVL series: REVVL 4, REVVL 4+, and REVVL 5G. REVVL 5G sells for $400 – or $200 on a new service line – making it the
cheapest 5G phone in the U.S. to date. All three phones have Android 10 and fingerprint scanner. REVVL 5G: Qualcomm Snapdragon 765 chip and 4,500 mAh battery. The main specifications are a 6.53-inch full-HD display, 6GB of RAM, 128GB of storage and triple rear cameras. The main camera has a 48-megapixel sensor with an 8-megapixel wide camera and a 5-megapixel
macro camera attached. The 16-megapixel front camera sits behind the angular hole impact on the screen. REVVL 4+: Qualcomm Snapdragon 665 chip and 4,000 mAh battery. The main specifications are a 6.52-inch HD display, 4GB of RAM and 64GB of storage. The main camera has a 16-megapixel sensor. The 16-megapixel front camera is located in the display. It sells for
$192. REVVL 4: Powered by a MediaTek Helio A22 chip and 3500 mAh battery. The main specifications are a 6.22-inch full-HD display, 2GB of RAM, 32GB of storage, a 13-megapixel main camera and a 5-megapixel front-view camera. It's $120. All three new REVVL phones will be available on 4 September. starting with both T-Mobile and Metro. As we reported two months ago,
TCL makes some or all of these new phones. TCL also manufactures phones under the Alcatel brand and has made several previous generations of REVVL phones for T-Mobile. Blu G90 Pro is a $200 gaming phone. It is powered by the MediaTek Helio G90T processor, a chip that was introduced last year specifically for power reasons for low-end gaming phones such as the Blu
G90 Pro. The phone also has a huge 5,000 mAh battery and supports 18W fast charging. The 6.5-inch display has full HD resolution. It has 4GB of RAM, 128GB of storage and a memory card slot. It has a 48-megapixel main camera with a Sony sensor, an 8-megapixel wide camera, a 2-megapixel macro camera, a depth camera, and a 32-megapixel selfie camera. It also has USB-
C, rear fingerprint reader and Android 10. It is available in Purple starting today on Amazon. A new company, OnwardMobility, is picking up a BlackBerry torch. OnwardMobility licenses the BlackBerry brand and promises a 5G BlackBerry phone with keyboard in North America and Europe in the first half of 2021. OnwardMobility is responsible for product design and market
development, while FIH Mobile – a subsidiary of Foxconn – handles design and manufacturing according to strict guidelines to ensure the integrity of components, equipment and supply chain. The last company to make BlackBerry-branded phones was TCL, which launched a handful of Android-based BlackBerry phones from 2016 to 2018. Samsung has provided key information
about the new commitment to offer large new versions of Android to existing phones. All Galaxy S, Galaxy Note and Galaxy Z (foldable) serial devices receive three generations of Android OS updates. For example, the current models that came with Android 10 will get an update to Android 11 as well as the next two major versions. There are also higher-end Galaxy A models -
such as the A51 and A71 - as well as last year's models (the S10 and Note10 series) and the original Galaxy Fold. Samsung also revealed that the S20 series is its first models to get an Android 11 update, along with other devices that will be tracked soon after. Samsung briefly mentioned a new commitment during its Note20 launch event, but only elased on the details today.
Cricket's newest self-branded phone is Cricket Onion. While many carrier-branded phones are definitely at baseline - such as last year's Cricket icon - Onion is slightly higher, with a 4,000mAh battery, triple rear camera, NFC, 3GB RAM, two-band Wi-Fi, fingerprint reader and USB-C. It has a large, modern 6.5-inch display with a small supple and HD resolution. Like Icon, Onion is
manufactured by Tinno Mobile, which owns the Wiko brand and also makes phones for Blu. Other features of Onion include a MediaTek Helio P22 processor, 32GB of storage, a memory card slot, Android 10, headphone jack and gorilla glass 5 in front. It's now available from Cricket for $130. Like all Cricket-branded phones, it is covered by Cricket's two-year Worry Free guarantee.
Epic Games, the maker of the popular Battle Royale game Fortnite, has filed a lawsuit against Apple and Google over anticompetitive and monopolistic behavior related to app store policy. Epic challenges corporate monopolies to both app purchases and in-app purchases on its own mobile platforms and their 30 percent cut from such purchases. Instead of financial damages, Epic
is asking the courts to force companies to change their policies. As preparing for the costume, Epic this morning began offering discounts to players who bought in-app content directly from Epic, rather than buying the usual ones offered to iOS and Android purchasing systems in accordance with Apple and Google rules. Apple responded quickly by dragging Fortnten from the App
Store. Google pulled Fortnten Fortninte Trade hours later. Epic initially opposed listing Fortnite on Google's Play Store in protest at these practices, before relenting in April. Fortnite can still be installed on Android phones by working around the Play Store, but it can no longer be installed on iOS devices. The current installations on both platforms are still working for the time being.
Microsoft is finally ready to launch the unique, two-screen Surface Duo device, which it first unveiled almost a year ago. The Android 10 has two 5.6-inch OLED displays connected by a narrow 360º hinge that can work together as a single 8.1-inch screen. Microsoft has customized both the Android operating system and its series of android productivity apps to enable new two-
screen functionality. Surface Duo starts september 10, 2019 starting at $1,399. It has excellent support for AT&amp;T and Verizon's 4G networks, as well as decent support for T-Mobile's 4G network, although it doesn't support lane 71. It is available unlocked and from AT&amp;T. 18 LTE, 3,577 mAh battery capacity, 18W fast charging, fingerprint reader and USB-C 3.1, including
video output to DisplayPort or HDMI. It has an 11-megapixel camera that supports 1080p video conferencing and 4K video capture. The 360º hinge allows one camera to head inwards or outwards. When the surface duo is open, it's only 4.8mm thick. Google ▻ several main features to Lookout, its app that uses computer vision to help blind or visually sighted people. New features
include the ability to scan longer documents into readable text, identify foods from their labels and automatic lightning. The updated Lookout app is now available for Android 6+ devices with more than 2GB of RAM. Google has updated its own Watch app on the Bedtime tab so users can maintain a consistent sleep schedule. The feature initially debuts on Pixel phones, but is now
available for all Android phones (version 6+). The new tab includes the ability to track your screen time at night, fall asleep to various soothing sounds, and wake up gently with sunrise alarm visual cues and your favorite sounds or songs. It works in conjunction with bedtime features built into the Android operating system that remind you when there is bedtime and limit interruptions
by keeping your phone dark and quiet while you sleep. Google is launching two new earthquake-related features on Android today. First, Google allows California Android phones to receive alerts from the state's ShakeAlert early detection network. In many cases, notifications can give users a few seconds of warning before an earthquake, enough time to find shelter. Google has
launched its own earthquake detection system that uses accelerometers on Android phones. As of today, if the phone detects That it thinks it's an earthquake sends a signal to our earthquake detection server, along with a rough location of where the quake occurred. The server then combines data from many phones to determine if there is an earthquake. Eventually, Google plans
to use this new data to power a notification system like the California notification system. But initially, the system feeds Google search results only into searches, such as an earthquake or earthquake near me. Google has added the Calendar app to Android Car and is working to allow charging apps for navigation, parking and electric cars from third-party developers. The Calendar
app makes it easy to get directions to the location stored in calendar events and call the phone numbers stored in the events. The company has also added a new Settings app to Android Auto. In additional categories, Google is working with developers such as ChargePoint, SpotHero and Sygic to launch beta apps by the end of this year. The move follows Apple's announcement
in June that it will allow parking, electric car charging and fast food subscription apps on CarPlay at the launch of iOS 14. Samsung today unveiled its latest Galaxy Note phones: Galaxy Note20 and Galaxy Note20 Ultra. On the software side, the new Note phones include a redecrized Samsung Notes app with free cloud synchronization, PDF entry, nested folder structure, personal
ink, audio recordings synced with my notes, and sync with both OneNote and Outlook. S Pen supports five new gestures that allow general Android navigation using only an S-pen as a remote control. The Note20 series also includes advanced video features such as 8K video capture, multi-track audio, including remote microphones (USB or Bluetooth), manual controls, variable
speed zoom, and the ability to use an additional microphone on new Galaxy Buds Live earbuds to better cancel background noise. With the updated Windows Integration link, you can now access your mobile apps directly from your Windows 10 PC. The Note20 series also includes 120Hz display upgrade, brighter displays, Snapdragon 865+ processor, 25W fast charging, wireless
15W charging, 5G (including mmWave in most versions) and IP68 water resistance. The standard Note20 has a rounded design, a flat 6.7-inch FHD+ display, a 4,300mAh battery, 8GB of RAM and 128GB of storage. The Note20 Ultra has a sharp-angle design, a 6.9-inch QHD+ display with curved sides and a new Gorilla Glass Victus, a 4,500mAh battery, 12GB of RAM, 128 or
512GB of storage and a memory card slot. Ultra also adds UWB to accurate relative similar to the feature featured on iPhone 11. At launch, Note20 Ultra supports UWB for Point To Share file sharing and digital key applications, and more uses are planned. On the camera side, the two models take different approaches to implementing the zoom, just like the S20 series. Nniiden
Nniiden The model has a standard 12-megapixel camera, as well as a 64-megapixel camera for 8K video and up to 3x real zoom. The Ultra model has a 108-megapixel main camera for 8K video and a 1-4x zoom, as well as a 5x optical telecam (12-megapixel) camera. Samsung's Space Zoom adds a 10x digital zoom, total zoom on the 30x Note20 and 50x Ultra. Both models also
have a 12-megapixel wide camera and a 10-megapixel selfie camera with automatic focus. The standard model comes from Mystic Bronze, Mystic Green and Mystic Gray, while Ultra comes with Mystic Bronze, Mystic Black and Mystic White. Selected colors have a haze effect matte surface that resists fingerprints. Pre-orders start on 6 August, availability is full on 21 August. The
Note20 Ultra starts at $1,300, while the standard Note20 starts at $1,000. Most U.S. airlines offer the Note20 series, including Verizon and Xfinity Mobile. Phones are also available unlocked. All pre-orders include a refund, which must be spent with Samsung on accessories, etc.: $100 for Note20 and $150 for Ultra. Credit can be used for the Xbox Game Pass Ultimate Bundle,
which includes a Bluetooth game controller and 3 months of Xbox Game Pass Ultimate cloud gaming. Google today announced Nearby Share, a new feature that will be added to Android 6 and new, making it easier to share files with other nearby Android devices. Visibility can block unwanted file transfer requests, and each transfer can be accepted or rejected. The feature
automatically selects the best technology to perform the transfer quickly using Bluetooth, Bluetooth LE, WebRTC or peer-to-peer Wi-Fi. Google Pixel and certain Samsung phones will get the feature starting today. Google will continue to work with our partners to bring Nearby Share to more smartphones in the Android ecosystem over the next few weeks. Microsoft's Project xCloud
cloud-based game streaming service will be officially launched on September 15, 2019 as a cloud gaming feature included with the new Xbox Game Pass Ultimate subscription service. Game Pass Ultimate costs $15 per month, and the first month's introductory price is $1. In addition to cloud gaming, Xbox Game Pass Ultimate includes access to more than 100 high-quality games
for consoles and computers; exclusive membership discounts, promotions, benefits, and Xbox Live Gold. Cloud gaming will become available through the Xbox Game Pass app for Android. The iOS version is designed, but it is not yet available. Razer and other companies are developing new phone accessories designed to work with the service, including different types of phone
clips..., travel controllers... and unique Xbox-branded controllers that split and attach to the side of the phone... The cloud gaming service will replace project xCloud preview, which ends on September 11. Microsoft also revealed that it has relevant news to share A Samsung event where the phone in the next Set of Note is expected to be announced. WhatsApp is adding features to
combat the spread of misinformation. Messages that have already been forwarded more than five times have a special icon. Now there is also a search button next to these messages. The New Find Online button performs a Google search of the relevant information so that the recipients of the message can run their own fact-checking. The feature will be rolled out today in the US,
Brazil, Italy, Ireland, Mexico, Spain and the UK in the latest versions of WhatsApp for Android and iOS. Ios.
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